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FOUR MESSENGERS FOR 20c

BOB MEDLAND

This intriguing cover came my way courtesy of Werner Gattiker recently. It has provided me with an interesting
time working out what had happened during the course of its journey through the postal system. So here is what
happened:
1) Letter posted at Paudex to another address in Lausanne, correctly franked with 10c local postal rate and
cancelled cds PAUDEX (VAUD) 30/9/60 4pm.
2) On arrival at Lausanne post office, back-stamped cds 1/10/60 6pm.
3) Re-addressed to Küsnacht (ZH) so national postal rate of 20c applicable: shortfall indicated by crayoned ‘ -10 ’
possibly at Lausanne acceptance office.
4) On 3/10/60 (a Monday) the local post office at Küsnacht affixed a second 10c stamp, tied with a circled-T strike,
for the postman to collect the taxe. Unsuccessful so, on return to the post office, stamp annulled ‘Ungültig’ to
balance the postman’s books.
5) Same again the next day except that the letter was re-directed to an address in central Zürich, District 4.
6) Back-stamped on arrival with cds ZURICH 26 AUSSERSIHL 5/10/60 3pm.
7) Partly adhesive slip attached to front (remains visible top-left*) with tear-off portion left at delivery address,
advising to collect and pay for the item at the post office by 10/10/60 (this date copied in blue ball-point pen at
the top of cover).
8) Postage due finally collected against a fourth 10c stamp, affixed at time of collection and cancelled with cds
ZURICH 26 AUSSERSIHL 11/10/60.
I had thought of giving this short article the title of “1-2-3-4” because there was one letter, two postal rates, three
attempts at collecting the postage due and four x 10c messenger stamps. It required no less than 15 actions by
the post office to deliver the re-addressed letter and to collect the precious 10c under-payment. Hardly surprising
then that the post office introduced an additional penalty fee for postage due items from 1976 onwards.
* these labels have been something of a mystery and were discussed in several
HPS Newsletter articles in 2007 (pp. 40, 73-74, 84). Used by several post offices
in several cities over the period 1938-1983 (at least), more examples of these
two-part labels have come to light in recent years. One used by Genève 12
Champel post office is shown here.
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EDITOR

I found this time-line in the PTT's publication 'Our Post' published in the early 1980s – a useful aide-mémoire of its
history. If anyone can bring it up to date, including key dates in the development of Swiss Post, I would be
extremely grateful. Choosing any one of these landmark events and then finding the material best suited to
illustrating it could form the basis of a fascinating collection suitable for display (or an article in the Newsletter!) no matter, which year you decide on.
“1849 Takeover of the postal services by the Confederation
1850 First Swiss federal postage stamps
1857 First railway travelling post office (Zürich-Brugg)
1862 Domestic money order service opened
1868 Introduction of express delivery service
1870 Introduction of the postcard
1873 Switzerland becomes the first European country to install post office boxes
1874 Foundation of the Universal Postal Union
1889 Establishment of the Army Postal Service
1906 Introduction of postal giro service. Experimental motorisation of two Berne postcoach routes
1907 Opening of the Postal Museum in Berne
1911 First postage stamp vending machines
1912 First cancelling machines
1913 First Swiss airmail (Basle-Liestal)
1918 First alpine postbus service (Nesslau-Buchs)
1919 Opening of the Zürich-Berne-Lausanne airmail service. First issue of airmail stamps
1920 The Director of Posts becomes head of posts and telegraphs
1921 Postal and telecommunications agreement with Liechtenstein, under which services in the Principality are
provided by the Swiss PTT
1925 Postal Service Act of 2nd October 1924 becomes effective
1928 The Director of Posts is renamed Director-General of PTT
1936 Introduction of rail/post goods parcel service
1961 PTT Organisation Act of 6 th October 1960 becomes effective. At the same time three directors-general are
appointed, who together constitute the PTT management
1964 Introduction of the postcode system
1965 Establishment of the PTT Consultative Conference
1968 First fully automatic letter-sorting installation comes into operation at Berne
1970 Entry into force of the new Executive Regulations for the PTT Organisation Act and appointment of a PTT
Board of Directors
1973 Introduction of size and weight-related charging; abolition of local-delivery postage rate for letter mail
1976 Per-kilo rates introduced for parcels
1978 Authority to fix postage rates is transferred from Parliament to Federal Government.”
The same publication includes many other interesting facts, for example:
“The number of post offices rose from 1,490 in 1850 to 2,852 in 1880 and 3,550 by 1900. The present figure
stands at around 4,000.” (How many are there left today? - Ed.)
“Post operations staff levels – 2,803 in 1850, 7,078 in 1890, 16,873 in 1920, 21,185 in 1950 and 35,293 in 1982.”
“The stamp should be affixed in the top right-hand corner on the front of the item. This speeds up cancellation
and makes it easier to check whether franking is correct. Demonetised, soiled, discoloured, incomplete or
overlapping stamps, as well as stamps stuck over the edge of an item, are not valid. If letters or postcards are
unfranked or underfranked by the sender, the addressee has to pay the missing postage plus an extra charge of 50
centimes, which is for the additional work involved and does not constitute a penalty as people often assume.”
“Items for military personnel on service must be addressed with the rank, name and first name(s) of the recipient
as well as details of his unit, headquarters, training course or establishment. The place of destination may only be
given if the addressee is serving in a barracks.”
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EDWARD H. SPIRO

As the Society draws nearer to its 70 th Anniversary, I thought members might like to reminisce by reading this
article by our Founder which appeared in the publication 'Stamp Collecting' in April 1971 – Editor.

Pictures from left to right – Edward H. Spiro, Founder; Lawrence Moore, M.B.E., HPS President and Mrs. Edythe J.
Rawnsley, Secretary.
The invitation to jot down a few reminiscences on the founding of the Helvetia Philatelic Society is a great
temptation for a man, on the threshhold of old age, to become garrulous. However, the story of the modest
beginnings of the H.P.S. Which after 25 years can pride itself on being one of the oldest and leading study groups,
may be of interest to the many thousand philatelists among the wide readership of the journal who devote
themselves to specialised studies of individual countries.
A keen “general' collector from childhood, I turned my attention to Swiss issues through a fortuitous stay in
Switzerland when accredited to the Secretariat of the League of Nations in Geneva between 1936 and 1938. I was
fortunate in meeting such philatelic giants as Baron de Reuterskiöld, Dr. G. Fulpius and Arthur Hertsch, and I still
treasure a few pre-adhesive letters which Reuterskiöld generously gave me “to encourage the young man to
become a serious collector”. In those days, more than 35 years ago, I had little money to spend on costly stamps,
but one day I scraped together some francs and, rather extravagantly, bought a block of four of the 10f. Société
des Nations issue (S.G. N34, Z.35) at a trifle over face value. It certainly proved a good “investment”, being now
catalogued at 2,000fr. and difficult to come by.
After my return home from wartime Intelligence Service, I collected my albums from the bank safe, where they
had survived the destruction of my house in an enemy air-aid. I became one of the co-founders of the Wimbledon
Philatelic Society, presided over with great gusto by Major Antony Walker, who had returned from distinguished
war service with a D.S.O. Among its members were two or three interested in Swiss philately. Thus the Helvetia
Philatelic Society (originally named the Helvetia Stamp Club, which title was soon changed to distinguish it from
commercial exchange clubs) was born in 1947, when this handful of enthusiasts gathered around my dining-room
table. Soon, without much publicity or recruiting, we decided on an ambitious enterprise: a public display at the
Stagg & Russell Exhibition Gallery in Leicester Square, at the very site now occupied by the magnificent Swiss
Centre in London. It was an entirely unexpected and overwhelming success. Scores of members joined, and at a
meting at the Bonnington Hotel in October 1948 the first properly-elected committee was constituted.
Among the holders of the first offices was Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley, then a youthful collector of Switzerland and the first
lady to join us. For a quarter of a century Mrs. Rawnsley has remained the firm pillar of the Society and when
some ten years later I retired from active work, she took over as the guiding spirit, having established the Society's
library, which to-day is one of the best philatelic literature collections of Switzerland outside that country.
Others of the “0ld Guard” were Mr. A.J. Harding (then the only Englishman in the management of the Swiss
Tourist Office in London), who took on the thankless job of treasurer and has looked after the Society's financial
affairs with great wisdom ever since; and the late Phil Stratton – ex-Grenadier Guards, severely wounded at
Dunkirk and in poor health for many years – who was the Society's first Packet Superintendent.
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Among early members were such well-known philatelists and Fellows of the Royal P.S. as Professor Landau, Dr. K.
Strauss and Mr. Lawrence Moore, M.B.E., who later formed the Northern Group of the Society, which attracted
many enthusiastic supporters in Yorkshire and Lancashire.
During my chairmanship and secretaryship the Society was fortunate to have as Presidents such distinguished
philatelists as Miss Winifred Penn-Gaskell, F.R.P.S.L., R.D.P., and Colonel H. de Watteville, C.B., F.R.P.S.L. In more
recent years they have been succeeded by a not less renowned and knowledgeable student of Swiss postal history
in the person of Mr. Lawrence Moore, M.B.E.
Perhaps the most important service to the Society, on which I can look back with some satisfaction, was the
establishment of the Helvetia News Letter, the monthly organ of the H.P.S., and one of the first philatelic
broadsheets to carry illustrations. It was hard slogging to fill its columns with articles and reports, which had to
keep a balance between assisting students of postal history, printing, postmarks, varieties, etc. and enlightening
beginners, guiding their first steps in Swiss philately. Eventually, when Mrs. Rawnsley took over the editorship –
protesting with great modesty that she could hardly be expected to emulate me – she proved such an excellent
editor that she achieved something I had never dared to hope for: the Helvetia News Letter has been awarded
diplomas and medals at several philatelic exhibitions, including the London PHILYMPIA 1970.
Professional and government work and a long illness after my wife's death, compelled me to neglect collecting for
a number of years and even to allow my membership of the Royal to lapse. But when I withdrew from active
Society work I knew I was leaving it in very good hands. Mrs. Rawnsley, in particular, continues to serve the
membership with greater devotion and better skill than I ever could. Helvetia's fame has spread to many
countries; its expanding membership includes 85 overseas members in 24 States of the United States of America,
in Canada, Australia, Africa and even in Switzerland (where there are five honorary members and two full
members who are officials of the Swiss P.T.T.), with the News Letter providing a strong link.
Thus in its Silver Jubilee Year, the Helvetia Philatelic Society marches from strength to strength, with well-attended
meetings and displays in London and Yorkshire. Beyond its limited field, it can claim to render a not unimportant
contribution to philately.
DAYS GONE BY – ADVICE FOR VISITING SWITZERLAND

EDITOR

If you were contemplating a holiday in Switzerland by car in the 1950s you could turn to Methuen's 'Gateway
Guide to Switzerland' (first published by Politikens Folag in 1954). Among its helpful hints were those on
'Currency': "the travel allowance per year is £100 (£70 for children under 12) all of which may be in foreign
currency. Motorists are allowed £35 extra per car. An additional £10 in sterling notes is permitted for use in transit
or on return." Approximate exchange rates quoted were: for the £ sterling – 12.00 Sfr. and for the U.S. $ - 4.30 Sfr.
Customs regulations on returning home would require you to "declare any purchases made while abroad, but the
following are usually allowed in duty free: 200gr. of tobacco, ½ bottle of spirits and one bottle of wine."
Specific advice for motorists included the following: "There is now a 50 k.p.h. speed limit in built-up areas. The law
prescribes that motorists must be in command of their vehicles in all situations, thus laying great responsibility on
the driver.
The Swiss automobile clubs provide tourists with help of various kinds, fo example: by diallng No. 11 on the
telephone the motorist is connected to the nearest service station night and day; there are reservoirs of cooling
water on the most important Alpine pass roads; in winter; help is given with the fitting of snow chains.
For driving on Alpine roads there are a number of special regulations: Wherever visibility is poor, the car must be
able to pull up within 6 metres; when two cars meet at a narrow point the descending car has to pull up and give
way to the ascending one; on a very few roads, Alpine motor-coaches are still entitled to keep to the inner,
mountain side even when passing or overtaking."
CORINPHILA – The next International Auction of Corinphila Auktionen AG will take place from 19 th to 22nd
November and will feature some specialist Swiss material including rare cancellations and Geneva Eagles items.
For further details – www.corinphila.ch
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RICHARD DONITHORN

Introduction
My curiosity was recently aroused when I decided to check on whether Enschedé of Haarlem had printed as many
Swiss stamps as they had British. So I began to thumb through the latest edition of Stanley Gibbons' Part 8
Catalogue which clearly displays the printers responsible for each stamp issue. As members will know the vast
majority of Swiss stamps were, for many years, printed by one of two organisations – the Federal Government (at
the Federal Mint or the PTT Printing Works) or the private company Hélio Courvoisier. However, I was surprised to
discover the enormous range of printing companies which have been involved, particularly in the last 12 years. As
a result of my findings, I thought that it was about time that there was an updated presentation in our Newsletter
of the role of the various printing organisations involved in the production of Swiss stamps.
This article is very much a "work in progress" i.e. it is the extent of my personal knowledge to date and in no way
the definitive statement of an expert or professional researcher. I could have spent a few months (or years!)
extending the range of pertinent information to make the study more "complete" and checking and re-checking
my "facts". But, in my privileged position as Editor I have decided to publish it as a basis for discussion and open it
up to suggestions for improvement, amendment or extension. So, here it is, warts and all. The occasional question
marks ('??') indicate where I am not absolutely sure of my facts. Hopefully the writer and readers together can
improve our level of reliable knowledge about this aspect of Swiss philately. I look forward to receiving your
comments, suggested amendments, additional information and useful references to consult:-The first Federal stamps were printed by M. Durheim of Bern. The first "Strubel" stamps were printed in Munich,
the Bavarian State capital, by the University printer Johann Georg Weiss, but later issues were produced by the
Federal Mint in Bern. The first Postage Dues and the Cross and Numerals definitives were printed by Stämpfli and
Co. of Bern. The Standing Helvetias were first printed by Müllhaupt and Son of Bern and from 1886 to 1905/6 by
Max Girardet, who were also based in Bern and in 1900 were awarded the contract to print the UPU
Commemoratives.
In 1905 Stämpfli and Co. were awarded the contract for the Standing Helvetias, but in the Summer of 1906 it was
transferred to the Federal Mint which printed the majority of Swiss stamps by typography until after the First
World War. This included the 1907 and subsequent versions of the Tell Boy, the 1907 and 1909 versions of the
Helvetia Bust definitives, the 1914 issue of the Tell Bust and the 1919 issue for the Peace Celebrations.
The PTT's first printing facilities, the "Printing Bureau" on Bernastrasse were part of the Government Printers, who
in turn were controlled by the Federal Mint. They were first responsible for printing in typography the Postage
Dues in 1910, followed by the Airmail issue in 1923 and the Shield and Cross and Postage Dues issue in 1924.
Gibbons records that the "Survey Department in Bern" printed the Landscapes by recess in 1914 and the 20c.
stamp to celebrate the UPU's 50th Anniversary also by recess in 1924 (Orell-Füssli printed the related 30c stamp).
The government printing facilities were acquired by the PTT in 1930 and were then run as a separate unit, no
longer under the control of the Finance Ministry. The PTT Printing Works in Bern became fully operational soon
after (??). Its first stamp issue was the Disarmament stamps of 1932 to 60c. followed by the Airmails and the 1934
first Landscape definitives, all using the typograph process. However, the PTT Printing Works' main claim to fame
is their excellent work with the line engraved stamps from 1936 onwards, also called recess printing or intaglio,
with the famous engraver Bickel and others producing the original artwork. In the 1970s and later years they
produced many stamps in a combination recess/photogravure printing technique.
Hélio Courvoisier of La Chaux de Fonds, who only (??) used the so-called photogravure process, were first
employed to produce the 1932 Disarmament Conference Sfr.1.00 stamp. This was followed by the National
Defence Fund stamps in 1936, the Mobile Post Office stamp in 1937 and the League of Nations/I.L.O. issue in
1938. Other private printers which were used occasionally in the early part of the C20 th were: Benziger and Co. of
Einsiedeln for some of the Standing Helvetias in 1907, Enschedé of Haarlem for the Pro Juventute stamp set in
1929 and Orell-Füssli of Zürich for the Gotthardbahn 50 th Anniversary set in 1932 and some of the Pro Juventute
stamps in the early 1930s (Zumstein Catalogue Numbers Z68, 72, 76 and 77).

THE SWISS STAMP DAY EXHIBITION will be organised by the Franches Montagnes Philatelic Society and will take
place from 28th - 30th November 2014 in Saignelégier. For details – eMail: pigigodat@bluewin.ch
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Throughout the post-war period up to 2001 the PTT Printing Works in Bern and the Courvoisier company printed
almost all (??) of the stamps for the PTT and Swiss Post. Exceptions included the involvement of Heusser AG,
Gümligen who produced the self-adhesive Greetings stamps (Z897-900) in 1996, Guhl and Scheibler, Aesch who
printed the Töpffer Comics stamps (Z966-970) in 1999 and Flexoprint Permapack, Rorschach who printed the
stamps designed by the winners of the Children's Stamp Design competition in 2000 (Z1006-1009).
In 2001 Courvoisier were sold to Walsall Security Printers GB. and in June 2002 the PTT Printing Works was closed
down. Faced with this situation there was a change of policy - bids were invited (??) from "carefully selected
printers with a proven track record" for contracts to print individual (or in some cases two or three ??) stamp
issues – usually of whole sets but occasionally single stamps.
The last Swiss stamps printed by Courvoisier were those commemorating the Centenary of Chocosuisse in 2001.
(??) The last Pro Juventute and Pro Patria stamps printed by Courvoisier were in 1998.
The last Commemorative stamp printed by PTT Bern was the engraved stamp commemorating the Bern Printing
Works in 2002. The last Definitive stamps they printed were the Tourism series in 2000 and the last Pro Juventute
and Pro Patria stamps printed by them were in 2001.
The string of new printers for the C21st began with the employment of Joh. Enschedé of Haarlem to print the
Rainbow Fish stamps and the Joint Issue with Singapore and Cartaroll AG of Bauma to print the new Machine
Stamps in 2001 (??) (n.b other private printers had been used for the specialist production of self-adhesive
booklet stamps since 1996 – see above). Since then, a whole range of printing companies throughout the world
have been engaged to print Swiss stamps. The firms of Cartor and Enschedé appear to have been the favourite
choice over the years, but in all some 18 private and state printing works have been involved from Switzerland,
Austria, China, Germany, Liechtenstein, the Netherlands, the UK and the USA. They were responsible for the
following stamp issues:
Austrian State Printing Works, Vienna: Z1168-1172 incl. MS, Z1173-1176, Z1181, Z1183/1184, Z1188/1189,
Z1190/1191, Z1192-1194(??), Z1205, Z1209/1210, Z1217-1219, Z1220/1221(??), Z1230, Z1244-1246(??), Z1247,
Z1312
PP 292-295
Bagel Security Print, Dusseldorf/Mönchengladbach – Z1266(??), Z1267-1270, Z1278, Z1284-1287, Z1302-1304,
Z1311, Z1314/1315, Z1316-1319, Z1328, Z1343, Z1348, Z1353, Z1368/1369, Yr. '14 Pilatus Railway
PP 296-299, 300-303, 304-307, 309-312
Official: UPU 22(??) ; IOC 5
Banknote Corporation of America Inc. NC – PJ 369-372, 373-376 and 377-380(??)
Cartor – Z1040, Z1081, Z1082, Z1083, Z1084, Z1093, Z1101/1102, Z1103, Z1111, Z1119, Z1123, Z1125/1126,
Z1139, Z1140, Z1151, Z1155, Z1156, Z1157, Z1158/1159, Z1162, Z1163/1164, Z1177/1178, Z1179/1180, Z1182,
Z1185/1186, Z1196, Z1197, Z1212, Z1214, Z1215/1216, Z1226, Z1227(??), Z1228, Z1235, Z1240-1243, Z1249(??),
1250-1253 ??, 1254-1256, 1258, 1262(??), 1263, 1274, 1276, 1289, 1291-1293, 1294/1295, 1296, 1299, 1300,
Z1301, Z1305, Z1323-1325, Z1327, Z1330-1332, Z1333, Z1334, Z1335-1337, Z1338-1341, Z1351, Z1352, Z1354,
Z1356, Z1359-1361, Z1365(??), Z1381, Z1384, Z1386, Z1390-1394 incl. MS, Z1400-1403, Z1406-1409, Z1413-1415,
Z1417-1419, Z1431, Z1435-1437, Z1438-1440, Yr. 2012 Xmas x3, Yr. '13 Lotschberg Rlwy. Yr. '13 Protection Service,
Yr. '13 Accident Protection, Yr. '13 Goldvreneli, Yr. '14 Japan Joint Issue x2, Yr. '14 Crystallography x2, Yr. '14 Special
Olympics, Yr. '14 Cities x3, Yr. '14 Wild Animals x4, Yr. '14 Lindau Messenger
PP 276-279, 280-283, 288-291, 313-316, Yr. '13 x4
Official: UPU 21, IOC 3, 4
Cartaroll AG, Bauma - Machine Stamps 15-18
CDS Testpack Co. Germany – Z1387, Z1397-1399, Z1416, Z1421, Z1423, Z1428/1429, Z1433, Z1441-1443(??)
PP 317-320 ??
China State Printing Works – Surtax stamps: 90-93 incl. MS, 94-96 incl. MS
DLR – Z1112-1115, Z1116-1118 incl. MS, Z1121, Z1122, Z1124, Z1130-1132
Enschedé, Haarlem – Z1027/1028, Z1029-1033 incl. MS, Z1047-1050, Z1054-1058, Z1059, Z1060, Z1061-1064,
Z1069/1070, Z1104, Z1107-1109, Z1110, Z1120, Z1138, Z1141-1146 incl. MS, Z1147-1150, 1152-1154 incl. MS,
1161, 1165, 1166, 1167(??), 1187, 1195, 1198-1201, 1202-1204, 1206, 1207/1208, 1213, 1222-1225, 1229,
1233/1234, 1236-1239, 1248(??), 1257 MS, 1259-1261, 1264, 1265, 1271-1273, 1275, 1277, 1279-1282, 1283,
1290 MS, 1297/1298, 1306/1307, 1308-1310, 1313, 1320-1322, 1326, 1329 MS, 1342, 1344-1347, 1349/1350,
1355, 1357, 1362-1364, 1370/1371, 1372 MS, 1376-1379, 1380, 1388/1389, 1396, 1405(??), 1420, 1424-1426,
1427, 1434, Yr. '12 Yakari x2, Yr. '13 Ernst Kreidolf , Yr. '13 Stork, Yr. '13 Vegetable Blossom definitives x2,
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Enschedé, Haarlem cont. Yr. '13 Farm Animals x4, Yr. '13 Cities x3, Yr. '13 Smurfs x2, Yr. '13 Christmas x4, Yr. '13
Matter Valley, Yr. '14 Mushroom definitives x3, Yr. '14 Fred and Fun x2, Yr. '14 Russia Joint Issue x2, Yr. '14 Record,
Yr. '14 Garfield x2
PJ in 1929(??), 364-368, 393-396, 397-400, 401-404, 405-408, Yr. 2013x3
PP 284-287, Yr. 2014 x4
Surtax stamps – 97-101 incl. MS
Official: UPU 19, 20 ; UIT 18 ; IOC 6
n.b. Enschedé have printed the majority of Swiss definitive stamps since the PTT Printing Works closed.
German State Printing Works – Z1065/1066, Z1094/1095(??), Z1096-1100, Z1160, Z1288,
Giesecke and Devrient, Germany – Z1366, Z1373-1375, Z1385, Z1395, Z1404, Z1411, Z1422, Z1430, Z1432, Yr. '13
Duttweiler, Yr. '13 Appenzell, Yr. '13 Art, Yr. '13 Polo Hofer, Yr. '14 Air Force x2, Yr. '14 Feldpost Anniv. Yr. '14
Renewable Energy, Yr. '14 Europa x2, Yr. '14 SwissSkills
Guhl and Scheibler, Aesch – Z966-970 in 1999 – the Töpffer Comics stamps, Z1026
Gutenberg AG, Liechtenstein – Z1358, Z1367, Z1382, Z1383, Z1410, Z1412 MS, Z1444 MS, Yr. '12 Stamp Day MS,
Yr. '13 Alpine Club, Yr. '13 Europa x2, Yr. '13 Faces, Yr. '13 Restoration x3, Yr. '13 Ice Hockey, Yr. '13 Stamp Day, Yr. '14
National Park x3
Official: UPU 23
MüllerLütolf Lenticular – Z1231/1232(??)
Questa - Z1010-1012 Sydney Olympics, Z1039, Z1041-1044, Z1053, Z1072, Z1080, Z1085-1087 incl. MS, Z10881091, Z1092, Z1105/1106,
SNP Ausprint – Z1025
Sprintpak - Z1211
Tesa Bandfix AG - PJ 381-384, 385-388 and 389-392
Walsall Security Printers – Z1068, Z1071, Z1073-1079, Z1127-1129 incl. MS(??), Z1134/1135, Z1136
Printers unknown to the author - Z1133 Wooden stamp, Z999 Embroidered stamp, PP308A Miniature sheet in
2009 and some Machine Labels(??).
n.b. This schedule does not include the imprinted stamps on official postal stationery.
References: 'Stanley Gibbons Stamp Catalogue Part 8 Italy and Switzerland'; Swiss Post's 'Focus on Stamps' and
the P.T.T.'s new issue bulletins. Information on the PTT Printing Works can be found in the article in 'Focus on
Stamps' 3/2002 pp.19-21. The author acknowledges the "helpful hints" he has received from David Hope, Fred
Hoadley and Werner Gattiker.
Postscript: I have decided to use this article as a test case, which I hope will lead to further articles coming
forward from members who have been hesitant to do so. I suspect that some of our members are cautious in
coming forward with articles for publication in the Newsletter because they feel that they might be criticised by
more knowledgeable specialist philatelists for getting the facts wrong. There is always an excuse for not going to
print and to hold back for just one more month. Don't hold back - pick up your pen or computer and HAVE A GO !
I've yet to determine the exact number of different stamps that Enschedé of Haarlem have produced for
Switzerland and Britain !
FORTHCOMING REGIONAL GROUP MEETINGS
Southern Group – Saturday 21st February 2015 – 'Postage Due' with Martin Mantell and Bob Medland.
Saturday 6th June – David Colman, will entertain with 'Around Standing Helvetia and Other Material'. All
meetings will commence at 10.30.am. in Salisbury, Wilts. - exact venue to be determined. Further details from
Fred Hoadley Tel. 01403 711987.
Northern Group – Saturday 1st November - 'Helvetia-Sitting and/or Standing' - all members. Saturday 13 th
December - 'Tell and Tell Boy' - all members. Saturday 7 th March 2015 - 'Chairman's Presentation'. Saturday 11 th
April - AGM and 'Members' Choice'. All meetings take place at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire
commencing at 2.00.pm. Further details from David Hope Tel: 0161 3030091.

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.

"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

• Liechtenstein also available.
Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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REPORT OF THE OCTOBER MEETING OF THE NORTHERN GROUP

DAVID HOPE

The first meeting of the new season produced a variety of material on show leading to a lot of discussion on
particular items. David Hope began with the Historical Issue of 1941 showing a wide variety of uses of the
stamps both internally and externally. Among them was a number of cards for foreign parcels. (Does any
member have access to a list of the foreign parcel rates from Switzerland particularly in the period 1941 to the
1960s ? If so, please contact David or the Editor).
Norton Wragg showed PTT postcards in the period 1935 to 1945 along with a series of publicity booklets on
postal coach routes issued by the PTT in 1948 to 1951. He also showed three large printed documents sent
printed matter post. David Colman showed a variety of razor blade cancellations which he has started to
collect. Finding them used as receiving postmarks was the challenge here. He also showed Tell and Tell Boy
booklet stamps and the use of the 10c. green Tell booklet stamp on cover. Finally David Whitworth showed
special flight airmail covers from the 1920s-1930s. Also two value-declared items to Germany and France
which led to some discussion.
LIBRARY NEWS – JOURNALS UPDATE

BOB MEDLAND

Set out below are the titles of the articles in journals, publications etc. received into the library in recent months
which might be of interest to members. After each publication, the letters (D), (E) or (G) indicate the language in
which the article is written – Dutch, English or German.
GANZACHENSAMMLER (POSTAL STATIONARY) (G, E)
A previously unknown colour postcard from the 1914 National Exhibition
Private postcard for the 1911 cantonal gymnastics in Payern
History of vignette postcards from 1923 (many colour scans)
JUNGFRAUPOST (DUTCH STUDIEGROEP SVITSERLAND) (D, E)
100 years of the ‘Tell’ design
POSTSTEMPELSAMMLER (POSTMARKS) (G)
Recent postal use of early vignette cards (machine-cancels + flags)
Machine-cancels with P.P. + economy/priority flags
1949 definitive coil-stamps
Parcel post to Liechtenstein
Basel 2 machine-cancels
Fiera Svizzera dir Lugano 1933-53
TELL (AMERICAN HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY) (E)
Swiss Post issues new tourist stamps
Self-adhesive stamps and their separation varieties (in two parts)
The Swiss Post pioneers the “Vignette Postal Card” in 1923
If anyone would like to borrow the publications, please let me know – there is no charge except to refund my
postage costs. Alternatively I am happy to scan/email (free) or photocopy (small charge) individual articles (within
reason) if you let me have your email/postal address. Please contact me at hirundo@dsl.pipex.com

Copyright © The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain and the authors stated. The views expressed by the contributors to
this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Society. Goods and services advertised are provided for the benefit of members
and the Society cannot accept any responsibility for subsequent transactions between buyers and sellers.
For more information on the Society's services go to its Website – www.swiss-philately.co.u
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by the Design and Digital Printcentre, Chichester GB

NEWS FROM THE SOCIETY’S LIBRARIAN

BOB MEDLAND

The second sale of redundant library stock was very successful with over 80 bids received. Here are details of
the third and final sale, comprising catalogues and books on postal history. Once again, please note the
approx weights – some are quite heavy. I am happy to send (by email only) colour photos of the books on
sale. Please submit yours offers by 31st January 3015:

a)

by email to both Bob Medland (Librarian) at librarian@swiss-philately.co.uk and Neville Nelder
(Secretary) at secretary@swiss-philately.co.uk ; or
b)
by post to: Bob Medland, Camway Cottage, Nanny Hurn’s Lane, Cameley, Bristol BS39 5AJ in a
sealed envelope marked ‘HPS book offers Jan15’ in the top left-hand corner.
Don’t forget to include your postal address! Winners will be the highest bids received and items will be posted
hopefully within two weeks of the closing date. Payment arrangements are:
i) winning bidders to pay cost of second class post (inland) or surface mail (overseas) as indicated on
the packet when received.
ii)totals under £5.00 may be paid by mint postage stamps of maximum value 62p per stamp. Preused/soaked-off stamps are NOT acceptable and will be returned, the winning bidder then required to
pay a further £2.00 surcharge.
iii)
totals over £5.00 must be paid by cheque on a sterling back account, payable to ‘Helvetia
Philatelic Society’.
iv)
Payments must be received within 21 days of posting the items, otherwise the item will be sold to
the next highest bidder or withdrawn.

